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Abstract 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a crucial component of the smart manufacturing industry. In 

this paper, we propose an automated quality grading system for the fused deposition 

modeling (FDM) process as one of the major AM processes using a developed real-time deep 

convolutional neural network (CNN) model. The CNN model is trained offline using the images 

of the internal and surface defects in the layer-by-layer deposition of materials and tested 
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online by studying the performance of detecting and grading the failure in AM process at 

different extruder speeds and temperatures. The model demonstrates an accuracy of 94% 

and specificity of 96%, as well as above 75% in measures of the F-score, the sensitivity, and 

the precision for classifying the quality of the AM process in five grades in real-time. The high-

performance of the model could not be achieved with the values usually used for printing 

temperature and printing speed, only in addition with much higher values. The proposed 

online model adds an automated, consistent, and non-contact quality control signal to the AM 

process. The quality monitoring signal can also be used by the AM machine to stop the AM 

process and eliminate the sophisticated inspection of the printed parts for internal defects. 

The proposed quality control model ensures reliable parts with fewer quality hiccups while 

improving performance in time and material consumption. 

Keywords  

Additive manufacturing; real-time monitoring; deep convolutional neural network; quality 

and process control;  

 

1. Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology is a crucial component of the smart manufacturing 

system (also known as Industry 4.0 [1-4]) to enable flexible configuration and dynamic processes [5] 

to quickly adapt the products to new demands and potentially change traditional supply chains. For 

instance, the concept of jewelry and artifacts can reap enormous benefits when used with additive 

manufacturing (AM) technologies [6]. Previously established applications of AM demonstrate its 

interdisciplinary nature and its lasting appeal as it continues to be applied throughout various 

sectors ranging from the fabrication of physical manufacturing prototypes [7, 8] to health care and 

biological products [9, 10]. In an intelligent manufacturing system, machines and robots must 

provide a high automation level with the ability to process information [11, 12], visualize the 

performance in real-time [13], and enable a predictive maintenance system [14]. Despite the 

tremendous potential of AM for producing custom-designed parts on-demand, with minimal 

material waste [15], widespread adoption of AM is hampered by poor process reliability and 

throughput from lacking condition-awareness of the AM process and automation. The parts built 

using current state-of-the-art AM machines have noticeable inconsistency and unpredictable 

mechanical properties [16, 17]. 

Future AM machines must be an intelligence system that can perform self-monitoring, self-

calibrating, and quality self-controlling in real-time. The gap between the smart factory and existing 

manufacturing systems needs to be bridged, paying critical attention to the automation, flexibility, 

and reconfigurability of AM machines in a computer-integrated manufacturing system. As such, 

researchers have studied how to improve the sensing capability of the AM process and introduced 

feedback signals accessible to the machine or user. A sensor-based predictive model was proposed 

[18] to assess the surface integrity of additively manufactured parts, and a monitoring system was 

presented [19] to predict strain and temperature profiles. The sensor-based monitoring systems 

require multiple sensors to precisely monitor and recognize the product quality during the AM 
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process. An analytical expression for surface roughness prediction was also developed [20] using 

the geometrical information to investigate the effects of the static machine setting parameters on 

part quality. However, the predictive model has not considered the layer-by-layer nature of the AM 

process and the in-process quality variation during the AM process. Monitoring techniques using an 

optical camera were presented to detect the defects caused by residual stress [21], study the 

required force for the proper filament fate rate [22], and control the flow temperature and pressure 

of the Fused Filament Fabrication (F.F.F.) nozzle [23]. A monitoring system using X-ray computer 

tomography was developed [24] to study the effect of the nozzle blockage on large pores formation 

in build parts. 

Machine learning (ML) [25] has also been explored by researchers to create the predictive 

model—detecting defects in the AM process for various applications. A ML model was developed 

[8] to control the process powder quality by using the computational data obtained from the 

Discrete Element Method. Research demonstrates that an ML model can also characterize, compare, 

and analyze powder feedstock materials and micrographs in the metal AM process [26]. The quality 

of 3D inkjet printing was assessed with an ML model in designing electronic circuits [27]. As 

inappropriate parameter setting or configuration could lead to building defects in the AM process, 

such as large pores and rough surfaces, ML models were developed to optimize the parameters of 

a Binder Jetting (B.J.) process [28] and locate an optimal region of the machine setting combination 

at high temperature, low layer thickness as well as high feed/flow rate ratio [29]. The in-situ 

monitoring and diagnosing of the AM process were developed using conventional data-driven 

models such as support vector machine (SVM) [30-32], hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) [33], 

and clustering method [34]. 

In this paper, we employed a deep learning model to develop an automated and accurate quality 

grading system for the additive manufacturing process. The residual pressure of the melted filament 

within the extrusion chamber may cause the material to overfill and underfill, which could lead to 

visible surface defects and/or invisible internal defects and, consequently, degradation in the quality 

and the mechanical performance of the printed parts. The quality control (Q.C.) system can predict 

and flag manufacturing failures once these failures happen to stop or adjust the AM process, leading 

to a better chance of getting to the 100 percent yield. To implement the real-time Q.C. system, we 

first collected printing data for offline training of the predictive model and then evaluated and 

tested the predictive model for online quality monitoring of the AM process. The signal is used as 

feedback for the machine to decide to "go" or "no-go" based on the quality of the ongoing printing 

process—possibly eliminating the need to inspect parts after they are entirely built [14, 35]. As the 

post-process inspection is an expensive and time-consuming quality control step, adding an 

automated in-process quality control that keeps track of printing interlayers can greatly reduce the 

waste of time and materials. The deep learning-based Q.C. system provides an automated, fast, 

consistent, and more precise measure of printing quality to optimize the AM process for better parts 

with fewer quality hiccups saving time and materials. The proposed model of the AM process 

presented in this paper can serve as a proof-of-concept for any type of AM machines, such as 3D 

bio-printers or metal and liquid-based printers. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental arrangement, 

data collection, and training process to develop an efficient predictive model of automated AM fault 

detection and quality classification for the AM process. Section 3 discusses the performance 

measures of detecting and classifying the failure in AM process, including the model prediction of 
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AM quality for different printing speeds and extruder temperatures as two important controllable 

parameters with the most significant impact on the quality of built parts. The last section draws 

summarizing conclusions and the potential endeavors for future work. 

2. Developing a Deep Convolutional Neural Network Model  

Figure 1 shows the procedure for developing a data-driven quality predictive model of the 3D 

printing process. This approach implements the automated fault detection and quality classification 

model by collecting the process data and training a deep convolutional neural network.  

 

Figure 1 Procedure to implement the fault detection and quality classification system 

for the AM process, including collecting data, training the CNN model, and evaluating 

the model performance. 

2.1 Data Collection from the AM Process 

An image acquisition system is established to capture the images of each layer of the product 

that is being printed in the process. The images are used to prepare the dataset for training the non-

contact quality predictive model using the deep learning-based machine vision system. In AM 

technology, the geometry of parts is formed layer by layer by joining filament materials. During this 

process, the geometrical deviation of each layer could affect the quality of the whole part, as shown 

in Figure 2(a). The deep learning-based AM quality monitoring system can capture frames of two 

main failure categories: surface and internal defects resulting from overfill and underfill of material, 

which may be visible in the part surface as excess material or avoid, respectively [32]. The residual 

pressure of the melted filament within the extrusion chamber may lead to excess material 

deposition and, thus, overfilling. To avoid these kinds of errors, a "go" or "no go" decision can be 

made at each point of the printed layer based on a feedback signal generated for the quality of the 

printing process in real-time [36]. The deep-learning-based Q.C. system has recently emerged as a 
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monitoring technology that can rapidly and automatically provide a huge number of samples for 

real-time control of product profiles in manufacturing processes. 

 

Figure 2 (a) Examples of defects in the printed objects. (b) Experimental setup, including 

3D printer and AM monitoring system. The training process is conducted on the Intel® 

i5 desktop without parallel processing devices. (c) Sample frames of printing parts 

captured for training the CNN model. Collecting data with six different printing speeds 

of printing material and four different temperatures of printing material. The collected 

data annotated in five classes based on the printing quality from A: highest quality to E: 

lowest quality. The crosses show that the printer settings completely fail to print any 

objects. Note: the figures show the quality of the finished surface of the printed 

specimens while the training database includes the hidden defect information in the 

inter-layers of the objects that is invisible to human inspectors and can be very 

important for the mechanical performance of the printed parts. 

Figure 2(b) shows the experimental arrangement, including the Creality3D Ender print, Lumens 

DC125 camera, and the real-time Q.C. model developed as described in Section 2.2. The videos from 
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the AM process are captured by the high-definition C.C.D. camera to produce the training data. The 

data is collected by filming the build of every layer in the AM process and converting the videos to 

frames. As such, the training data includes the occurrences of voids (internal bubbles) within the 

part that affect the structural integrity of the part and cannot be easily eliminated by post-

processing [37]. The specimens are fabricated on the commercial desktop 3D printer (Creality3D 

Ender-3) to comply with modern trends in additive technologies development for personal 

applications, which are within an affordable price range and are often able to produce parts to find 

applications in various walks of life.  

The printer operates based on a fused deposition modeling method, in which a thermoplastic 

filament is heated to a semi-liquid state and deposited on a heated bed layer-by-layer to construct 

a 3D object [38]. The printer uses 1.75 mm-thick Polylactic Acid (P.L.A.) build material to make a 

solid to liquid transition by melting at an extrusion temperature. The dataset is generated by 

printing different shapes and angles—objects with varying speeds of printing (in mm/s) and 

different extruder temperatures (in oC) as two crucial machine settings [39]. The printer allows us 

to adjust the printing speed from 50 mm/s to 1000 mm/s and the printing temperature from 185 

oC to 260 oC. As such, to collect the training and test datasets, we print the objects by setting the 

printer parameters in 6 different printing speeds of 50 mm/s, 100 mm/s, 200 mm/s, 400 mm/s, 800 

mm/s, and 1000 mm/s, and four different printing temperatures of 185 oC, 200 oC, 230 oC, and 260 

oC, resulting 24 speed-temperature settings in total.  

The speed and temperature of the AM process significantly affect the quality of the printed parts, 

as shown as an example in Figure 2(c). Increasing the speed and decreasing the temperature of the 

AM process degrades the quality of parts and produces a different scenario of defect generation in 

the AM process. The printer fails to print objects at the temperature of 185 oC for three speeds 

above 200 mm/s because the extrusion temperature needs to be higher to melt the plastic quickly 

enough when the plastic is being pulled through the extruder. As such, the videos of the AM process 

are converted to frames for 21 printer settings. The rates of the frame extraction are adjusted for 

different printing speeds to ensure capturing at least ten frames from the AM process of each layer. 

Capturing this number of frames enables the inclusion of the data from the initial production of 

internal defects in the layer-by-layer deposition. The training database includes the hidden 

information of defects as excess material or voids that are mostly invisible to human inspectors, 

while these defects are very critical for the mechanical performance of the printed parts. The images 

are manually inspected to exclude the images that the printer nozzle blocks the proper view of the 

printing area. After normalizing the intensity of images, 5000 images are chosen for the training 

process (238 images for each printer settings), and 100 images are randomly selected from the 5000 

images as test data for each class to evaluate the quality predictive model. The sampled images with 

the size of 600×600 pixels are captured to ensure it is large enough to detect small-sized defects in 

the AM process. 

2.2 Training CNN Model 

The conventional machine-learning techniques need to learn effective features to extract feature 

vectors from input patterns through a feature extraction (F.E.) algorithm. The F.E. procedure 

requires human intervention in a training process that may affect the accuracy of the classification 

algorithm. In this paper, we used CNN (convolutional neural networks) architectures within a deep 
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learning framework [40] that solved the shortcomings of the existing machine learning approaches. 

As a kind of deep learning and a neural network with deep layer architecture, deep CNN performs 

multilayer convolution to extract features and combine the features automatically at the same time 

on a single network. Deep CNN extracts spatial features from low-level layers that are then passed 

to aggregation layers (convolutional, pooling, etc.) and additional layers of filters for extracting 

higher-order features (patterns). The higher-order features are combined at the top layers, and fully 

connected (F.C.) layers in the output part of the network perform image interpretation and 

classification, as shown in Figure 3(a). As feature extraction and classification are simultaneously 

performed in a neural network, features fit for the classification are automatically carried out, which 

further improves performance. 

 

Figure 3 Training and testing procedure of deep neural networks. (a) Training 

convolutional neural networks that include procedures to extract spatial features to 

pass to aggregation layers (averaging and pooling), followed by extraction of higher-

order features that are combined at the top layer for AM fault detection and quality 

classification; (b) The architecture of Inception-v3 used in this study has the initial 

module, auxiliary and final classifiers, along with 11 inception modules where each 

module consists of pooling layers and convolutional filters with rectified linear units 

(ReLU) as activation function; and (c) Schematics of the deep neural network including 

an input layer, multiple hidden layers, and an output layer that classifies test images of 

the AM process to five classes of AM quality in real-time. 
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The image patches of the AM process are fed into a deep CNN for efficient AM quality detection. 

The composition of hidden layers relates to the number of convolution and pooling layers, the 

number of nodes in a convolution layer, and the kernel size of the pooling and convolution mask. 

The image size and the data size determine the optimal number of layers in deep CNN such that the 

size of images and the number of classes affect the mask of layers and the number of nodes, 

respectively. The performance and reliability of CNN are directly associated with the amount of 

sample data and the depth of layers. Without a public dataset, it is difficult to find AM images 

suitable for different scenarios of defect creation in the AM process, and thus increasing the depth 

of the network with a limited number of sample images leads to over-fitting, further lowering the 

reliability of the model. The increase in the size of images allows expanding the depth of the neural 

network by adding more layers, possibly improving the CNN performance. However, more layers 

lead to an exponential increase in the computation cost, making the repetitive convolution-pooling 

structure necessary to be effectively parallelized to reduce the computing time. 

Our model uses a ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation function for both the input layer and 

hidden layers, while a logistic regression (softmax) function is used to generate a normalized 

exponential distribution for the final layer to obtain the complete learning probability and predicted 

labels. ReLU overcomes the vanishing gradient, allowing models to train faster and perform better. 

The use of ReLU for hidden layers makes a significant difference to training and inference time for 

neural networks. The sigmoid function exists between 0 and 1, allowing the prediction of the 

probability as an output. A deep CNN has many hidden layers. To learn all the weights in the layers, 

the loss function is minimized by a batch gradient descent algorithm that is generally used to train 

a neural network to propagate an error by the chain rule. During the training steps, our deep CNN 

model learns optimal weights of all layers using forward- and backward- propagations through the 

neural network architecture. The architecture is employed by retraining a pre-trained model, the 

Inception-v3 architecture [41, 42], as shown in Figure 3(b). The Inceptionv3 allows deeper networks 

while also maintaining the number of parameters from growing too large so that it has about 25 

million parameters compared to 60 million parameters in AlexNet. The architecture has initial 

module, auxiliary and final classifiers, along with 11 inception modules where each module consists 

of pooling layers and convolutional filters with ReLU activation function. The architecture is 

introduced in the TensorFlow (TF) platform. TF is a collection of workflows to develop and train 

models, providing the advantages of high availability, high flexibility, and high efficiency. The model 

is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset to have the advantage of transfer learning (T.L.). ImageNet 

is a large dataset of annotated photographs, over 14 million images, used for computer vision 

research. The TL approach extracts existing knowledge learned from one environment to solve the 

other new problems such that the pre-trained CNNs take advantage of training with a smaller 

amount of data for the new problem and significantly shorten the training time. 

To test and optimize the performance of the deep CNN model, we conduct systematic 

convergence studies concerning the epochs, learning rate, and batch size. The train and test 

accuracies of the quality predictive model versus the epoch for two different learning rates are 

shown in Figure 4(a). It is observed that both the train and the test accuracies increase by increasing 

the number of epochs, and the higher learning rate accelerates the convergence of the deep CNN 

model. Another significant observation in Figure 4(a) is that the fluctuations of the test accuracies 

are very small as the number of iterations increases after 150 epochs, showing that the size of the 
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datasets and the deep CNN model is appropriately selected, and the model does not suffer from 

overfitting. 

 

Figure 4 Convergence of deep learning models for the different number of epochs, 

learning rates, and batch size. (a) Training and test accuracy versus epoch for the deep 

CNN predictive model of printing quality in the AM process at a batch size of 8 with 

different learning rates of 0.01 and 0.001 (unitless); (b) Accuracy and training time of 

the deep CNN model versus learning rate at epoch = 280 and batch size = 32; and (c) 

Accuracy and training time of the deep CNN model versus batch size at epoch = 280 and 

learning rate = 0.01. 

After preparing and preprocessing the dataset, the use of hyperparameter tuning (HT) can 

optimize a model for the best classification metrics. HT is the process of choosing a set of optimal 

hyperparameters for a learning algorithm. The learning rate is the most critical hyperparameter for 

the performance of deep neural networks that determines the step size at each iteration to move 

toward a minimum of the loss function. The parameter affects how quickly the quality predictive 

model of the AM process can converge to the best accuracy. Figure 4(b) shows the plot of the model 

accuracy and training time versus learning rate. As the learning rate increases, the accuracy stops 

increasing and starts to decrease at 0.01. The maximum accuracy of 91% can be achieved at a 

learning rate of 0.01 for the batch size of 32. While choosing lower learning rates increases the 

accuracy faster, it makes the optimization process unable to converge at the global minimum of the 
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loss function, lowering the model accuracy. Batch size is also an important hyperparameter to tune 

in modern deep learning systems. A small batch size allows the model to start learning before having 

to see all the data, but it may not converge to the global optima, resulting in lower accuracy of the 

quality predictive model. As shown in Figure 4(c), the accuracy of our model is 87% for the batch 

size of 8, while the model accuracy raises to 91% at a batch size of 32 with roughly the same 

computational training time for training the model. Increasing the batch size cannot lead to further 

improvement in the accuracy of quality control or computational speedups in the non-parallel 

computer systems used in the research, and in many cases, depending on the size of the training 

databases, increasing batch size will decrease the model generalization, resulting in lower model 

accuracy. 

3. Evaluating the Model for Automated Detection of the AM Quality  

We calculate five metrics for the final evaluation of the predicting performance of the printing 

quality in the AM process including Precision = TP / (TP + FP), Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN), F-score = 2 

x TP / (2 x TP + FP + FN), Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + FN + TN), and Specificity = TN / (FP + TN) 

where T.P., TN, F.P., and F.N. are, respectively, the true positive, true negative, false positive, and 

false negative number of the printing objects being classified for each class. The precision can be 

viewed as a measure of a classifier's exactness and the sensitivity (or recall) as a measure of a 

classifier's completeness such that low precision indicates many false positives while low sensitivity 

indicates many false negatives. The specificity measures the proportion of correctly identified 

negatives, and the F-score considers both precision and recall, indicating the worst accuracy when 

it reaches 0 and the best when it reaches 1. 

3.1 Performance Measures for Classification on Speeds and Temperatures  

In this section, we study whether the detection of the part quality from our classification model 

can be used to determine the printing temperature and speed. Extrusion speed and extrusion 

temperature are two controllable factors in the AM process that have a dominant impact on printing 

quality. A confusion matrix can be constructed to observe the dominant confusing classes for the 

classification model. Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix for the printed objects with six different 

speeds and four temperatures classified into 21 classes (not applicable classes eliminated) [see 

Figure 2(c)]. The arrow in Figure 5(a), for example, shows that the classification algorithm has 

difficulty in correctly predicting the classes. Forty test data are misclassified because the 

classification is prone to error at the same high temperature of 260 oC and close extrusion speeds 

of 50 mm/s and 100 mm/s. In the confusion matrix, the diagonal represents the correctly predicted 

number of each observation. The quality of all the test parts correctly relates to the printing 

temperature of 230 oC and the speed of 800 mm/s, while 68% of printed test parts are incorrectly 

predicted at the temperature of 200 oC and the speed of 200 mm/s. 
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Figure 5 Performance analysis for identifying 21 categories annotated based on 

temperature and speed settings of the AM process. (a) Confusion matrix showing the 

exact number of correctly classified AM images and misclassified AM images; (b-f) 5 

statistic metrics for the model prediction to assign the printing part to 21 classes. 

Figure 5(b-f) depicts five measures that are computed for the performance analysis of the 

classification to relate the printed parts to the extrusion temperature and speed. It is noticed that 
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the accuracies of all the classes are above 93%, and the difference in accuracy among the classes is 

small as the accuracy refers to the true predictions (T.P. and T.N.) among the total validation. 

Besides the high accuracy or high specificity, a good classifier must also demonstrate high 

performance for the other measures. The F-score, the sensitivity, and the precision of the quality 

predictive model [Figure 5(b-d)] reveal that these classification factors can be as low as ~0.3 for a 

speed slower than 200 mm/s. Similarly, the maximum values of these three measures are not larger 

than 0.71, indicating the model predicts the part quality with many false positives and many false 

negatives. F-scores of the classes are lower than 0.5 for 11 out of 21 classes, indicating a low 

accuracy of the deep CNN model for the classification of 21 AM process categories, especially for 

the printed classes with speed slower than 200 mm/s. 

Overall, the performance of the classification model in relating the detected part quality to 

printing temperature and speed is not satisfactory because there exist similar qualities of printed 

parts at different settings of printing temperature and speed. The study shows that no identical 

defect signatures in printed parts can be detected to distinguish different settings of printing 

temperature and speed. 

3.2 Performance Measures for Predicting the Quality of AM Process 

In this section, the classification model is developed to grade the quality of printed parts and 

study how the printing temperature and speed can impact the classification performance. The 

quality predictive model of the AM process can be employed to detect the significance of the defects 

in the 3D-printing process and automatically grade the quality of the printing process. The signal 

can be used as feedback to the machine to decide whether the quality of the printing process is 

satisfactory for a given application. Figure 6 shows the performance analysis for the deep CNN 

model to classify five quality grades (A to E) of the AM process annotated in Figure 2(c). Figure 6(a) 

shows the confusion matrix for the printed objects with six different speeds and four temperatures 

classified into five quality grades, which can guide us to observe the dominant confusing classes of 

the developed classification model. Out of 100 test images in each class, the maximum number of 

the correct predictions is 91 that belongs to the object printing with the quality grade of C, and the 

minimum number of the correct predictions is 81 for the object printing with the quality grade of E. 
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Figure 6 Classification performance analysis for identifying five quality grades of the AM 

process. (a) Confusion matrix showing the detailed number of correctly classified and 

misclassified images of the AM process; (b) 5 statistic metrics for the model prediction 

to classify the printing quality of the AM process to five grades including F-score, 

sensitivity, precision, specificity, and accuracy analysis; and (c) Comparison of F-score, 

sensitivity, and precision results for 21-class and 5-class classifications that shows the 

significant increase in these statistic metrics for A-E grade classifications. 

Figure 6(b) depicts five measures that are computed for the performance analysis of the 

classification based on the quality grade of the AM process. It is noticed that the accuracies of the 

five quality classes of the AM process, A to E, are 96%, 93.6%, 92%, 94.5%, and 94%, respectively. 

The specificity of the classifier is also high, equal to 98%, 96%, 92%, 97.5%, and 97.5% for grades A 

to E, respectively. Calculating the F-score, the sensitivity, and the precision of the predictive model 

reveals that the average of the three measures is higher than 80%, indicating the model prediction 

of a few false positives and a few false negatives. Figure 6(c) shows how the performance measures 

of the classification model improve by training over five quality classes of the AM process. The graph 

demonstrates the challenge of revealing the printing temperature and speeds based on the quality 

of printed parts because two or more temperatures and speeds may result in the same quality of 

the printed parts. 

Figure 7 illustrates the model evaluation of the quality prediction of the AM process as a function 

of printing speed and temperature, including the true quality label of AM quality that corresponds 

to the annotation of the training data [Figure 7(a)] and the predicted quality label of AM quality 

[Figure 7(b)]. The comparison of the two graphs indicates that the quality prediction model of AM 

quality can reach an average accuracy of 98.2% [region 1]. Region 1 corresponds to printer setting 

for low speeds with less attention to the printing temperature. It is noticed that the deep CNN model 

of the AM process has a good prediction of the printing quality when printing with low speeds 

regardless of the printing temperature of the AM process. In this region, it was further noticed that 

the model also has a good prediction of the printing quality when printing at higher temperatures 
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for wider printing speeds. The printing quality of A (in yellow) is predicted in a smaller area so that 

the prediction model downgrades the quality of the AM process in reason 3. By moving to higher 

speeds in region 4, the average accuracy of the deep CNN model decreases to 83%.In region 2, the 

model upgrades the true quality labels of E and D to D and C, respectively, (Blue to Green) that 

corresponds to the printing process with very high speeds above 500 (mm/s). 

 

Figure 7 Evaluation of predicted printing quality as a function of printing speed and 

temperature. (a) True quality label of AM quality versus speed and temperature, 

following the data annotation in Figure 2(b); and (b) Predicted quality label of AM quality 

versus speed and temperature that includes the regions of high prediction accuracy and 

quality upgrade error. 

4. Limitations and Future Scope of the Work 

One of the limitations of the classification algorithm is associated with its difficulty in correctly 

predicting the classes based on the printing temperatures and printing speeds. The model 

misclassifies the collected printing images because no identical defect signatures in printed parts 

can be detected to distinguish different settings of printing temperature and speed. The model 

developed to relate the detected part quality to printing temperature and speed is not satisfactory 

because there exist similar qualities of printed parts at different settings of printing temperature 
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and speed. The future scope of the work for this model can be finding the distinguishable defect 

signatures in printed parts for different settings of printing temperature and speed. 

Another limitation of the classification algorithm is associated with the prediction accuracy of 

the printing quality. For the model developed based on the quality grade of the AM process, the 

prediction accuracy of the printing quality decreases by increasing the printing speeds. For instance, 

the model downgrades the quality of the AM process in reason 3 and upgrades the quality of printed 

objects for higher printing speeds above 500 (mm/s) in reason 2. The future scope of the work for 

this quality grading model can be the methods and algorithms to improve the prediction accuracy 

of the printing quality for high printing speeds. For instance, one can investigate the influence of 

diversity of defects in training datasets or increase the number of training datasets. 

5. Summary and Conclusion  

Additive manufacturing has tremendous potential to make a custom-designed part on-demand 

with minimal material. However, it is currently hampered by poor process reliability and throughput 

due to the lack of an in-process feedback signal from the AM process. In most industrial fields, AM 

defect inspection systems still depend on expensive and time-consuming post-process inspections. 

Applying machine learning to AM technology could increase the quality and yield of the process, 

ensuring the technology's continued rise. In this paper, we proposed a deep learning-based 

predictive model by training a deep convolutional neural network to create real-time grading and 

monitoring for the AM process. We found that the model is unable to correlate the signature of the 

AM process to printing temperature and speed due to similar qualities of printed parts at different 

settings of printing temperature and speed. However, the model trained for classifying the AM 

process into five quality grades reaches an average accuracy of 94%, an average specificity of 96%, 

and an average accuracy of 80% for the AM process with higher speeds. The proposed predictive 

model presented in this paper serves as a proof-of-concept for any AM machine. The concept and 

model of automated and real-time quality monitoring can be used to develop bio-, polymer-, and 

liquid-based printers in the future. The findings of the paper about automated and real-time quality 

monitoring improves the speed, amount of material waste, reliability, and productivity of the AM 

process. 
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